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Abstract. An eccentric sol–gel method was used to synthesize the graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide, Bi2O3 and
graphene-doped Bi2O3. The samples were subjected to X-ray diffraction for the structural analysis. The structural
parameters of all the samples were estimated and various strains like lattice strain, RMS strain, etc. and densities like
X-ray density, dislocation and screw density were also calculated. Modified Scherrer method and W–H plot method are
also used to estimate the average crystallite size and the intrinsic strain of all the synthesized materials.
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Introduction

Bismuth oxide is an interesting material due to its properties
like significant bandgap, high refractive index, photoconductivity and photoluminescence [1]. Moreover, it is considered
as potential material for photocatalysis and it finds application
in various fields like solid oxide fuel cell, different types of
gas sensors, ceramics and high-temperature superconductor
materials [2,3]. Basically, bismuth oxide has many polymorphic phases, namely, a-(monoclinic), b-(tetragonal), c-(bodycentred cubic), d-(cubic), -(orthorhombic), x-(triclinic)
Bi2O3 and hexagonal phases [4–6]. An important and also
interesting feature of Bi2O3 is that the Bi2O3 polymorphs
possess different electrical and optical properties. Also, the
polymorphs exist in different temperatures, i.e., the monoclinic a-Bi2O3 phase is stable in low temperature (room
temperature) whereas the cubic d-Bi2O3 is a high-temperature
phase (730–825°C) [7–9]. The b- and c-Bi2O3 are high-temperature metastable phases and usually transform into a-phase
below 500°C, but other transitions are also possible during
cooling i.e., d-Bi2 O3 transforms to b-Bi2 O3 at 650 C. Again
at *639 C, the d-phase transforms to c-Bi2 O3 (slowly
cooling) [10]. a-Bi2 O3 is the most stable polymorph phase
among all [11].
Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) carbon material with
a single layer of carbon atom forming honeycomb structure,
in which hexagons with carbon atoms bound together in its
edges are repeated within a single plane [12]. The performance of solar panels can be improved by graphene doping.
Graphene also has a low light absorption factor of 2.3%,
rendering it almost fully transparent. Graphene has outstanding optical, electronic, thermal and impressive
mechanical qualities, which make it possible to create

energy conversion and storage systems, such as fuel cells,
supercapacitors, batteries and solar cells using graphenebased materials. Mainly because of its high transparency,
conductivity and versatility, graphene materials attract the
attention of solar cells [13].
A perfect crystal will spill in all directions indefinitely,
but due to its small size, no crystal is perfect. This distinction from maximum crystallinity helps to extend the
peaks of diffraction [14]. The crystallite size and the
intrinsic strain are the two main characteristics of the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) profile to analyse. The size of crystallite
is an indicator of the size of the areas that continuously
diffract. The crystallite size of the sample is not exactly the
same as that of the particle size because of the formation of
polycrystalline aggregates. In addition, the lattice strain is
an indicator of the distribution of the lattice constant
resulting from crystal defects, such as the lattice dislocation
[15]. The main objectives of XRD are qualitative structure
analysis and different phases of the material. Crystallite size
is a very important determiner of most important nanomaterial properties, such as electrical, optical and chemical
properties. The development of strain in the materials may
be due to the point defects, grain boundary junction, dislocation density, contact or sinter stress and stacking faults
[16].
In this study, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanopowder, as well as bismuth oxide
and 1 wt% graphene-doped bismuth oxide thin film were
prepared by an eccentric sol–gel method. This method is
selected as it has some advantages over the conventional
sol–gel method, such as low cost, no furnace calcination,
simpler manufacturing path and requirement of small
space for the entire preparation process [17]. Basically,
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sol–gel is a wet chemical method in which the liquid
precursors are taken and added with suitable solvents. By
aggregation process, the solid-phase formation is mainly
controlled by polymerization and polycondensation process. Whereas in this eccentric sol–gel method, the precursor is added with a chelating agent like acetic acid/
citric acid and acids in –COOH group acts as a binding
ligand and forms polynuclide complexes with metals
usually by the esterification process [18]. The structural
parameters of all the samples were investigated in this
study, which includes the estimation of crystallite size by
Scherrer method and W–H method, also the different types
of strain and density.
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to three hours until a clear solution was obtained. When
the solution level reached about 50 ml, 0.1 M HNO3 was
added dropwise to it with continuous stirring for another
3–4 h with 200–300 rpm at 220 C, for the solution to be
refluxed and the gel was obtained. The gel was coated on
glass slides and the bismuth oxide thin film was
obtained. Figure 2 shows the experimental flowchart of
preparation of Bi2O3 thin film. For synthesis of graphene-doped bismuth oxide, at first, 1 wt% graphene is
added with 5 g of bismuth oxide and the all the above
steps was followed that was used in synthesis of bismuth
oxide thin film.

3.
2.
2.1
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Results and discussion

Materials and methods
Preparation of GO and rGO

Initially 5 g of crushed graphite was taken, which was
collected from pencil and added in 6 ml of concentrated
H2SO4 in a beaker, with continuous stirring using a glass
rod. When a lump-free paste was found, then 20–25 ml of
deionized (DI) water was added dropwise in the mixture
under continuous string with the magnetic stirrer (IKA
C-MAG HS 4) with 200 rpm and temperature 80°C for 2 h.
The hydrolysis was also continued with dropwise addition
of DI water at temperature 160°C. When peptization
occurred, a clear solution was observed, and then 2 g of
KMnO4 was added to it under the same continuous stirring
condition at temperature 160°C and same rpm. When the
solution level reaches about 45–50 ml level of the beaker,
0.1 M HNO3 was added dropwise to it with rpm 280–300
and temperature at about 220°C, so as the solution to be
refluxed. This process was continued for 2–4 h and the GO
was obtained. Then GO was refluxed for more than 2 h and
a wet gel was found and let to be cooled and dried for 1 day.
Finally, graphene oxide and rGO nanopowder was obtained
by grinding the dry gels with the help of ceramic mortar and
pestle. Figure 1 shows the experimental flowchart of
preparation of GO and rGO.

2.2 Preparation of bismuth oxide and graphene-doped
bismuth oxide thin film
Bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) and acetic acid were taken as
starting material and a lump-free paste was prepared in a
beaker by adding 5 g of bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) powder
with 4.67 ml of acetic acid, followed by continuous
stirring with a glass rod for about 30 min. Then
hydrolysis with 100 ml DI water was done dropwise to
the paste with continuous stirring with the glass rod and
later on by magnetic stirrer machine (IKA C-MAG HS
4). This process was continued and the temperature was
also increased gradually up to 180 C for two and a half

The synthesized GO and rGO nanopowder as well as the
undoped and graphene-doped bismuth oxide thin films
were characterized by X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Ka1
radiation (k = 1.54056 Å) with angular range 10–90 and
step size 0:05 . The identification of the obtained XRD
patterns of GO and rGO (shown in figure 3) was done
with card no. ICDD-00-025-0284 and ICDD-01-0898487, respectively. Similarly, in figure 4, the patterns of
undoped Bi2O3 was identified from ICDD-00-014-0699
of Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3 was identified with
ICDD-00-014-0699 of Bi2O3 and ICDD-00-025-0284 of
graphene. The graphene pattern corresponds to hexagonal
structure with space group P63/mmc and space group
number 194 and lattice parameters a: 2.457(2) Å, b:
2.457(2) Å, c: 6.693(4) Å and a: 90°, b: 90°, c: 120°. The
rGO pattern also corresponds to hexagonal structure with
space group 186 and the lattice parameters a: 2.457(2) Å,
b: 2.457(2) Å, c: 6.668(1) Å and a: 90°, b: 90°, c: 120°. In
figure 4, undoped Bi2O3 corresponds to monoclinic Bi2O3
(a-Bi2O3), with P21/c space group and space group
number 14, the lattice parameters are a: 5.720(1) Å, b:
8.048(4) Å, c: 7.148(4) Å and a: 90°, b: 113.61°, c: 90°.
Graphene-doped Bi2O3 corresponds to monoclinic structure and same space group and space group number with
undoped Bi2O3, but the lattice constants are different, i.e.,
a: 7.083(2) Å, b: 8.092(1) Å, c: 7.677(2) Å and a: 90°, b:
123.57°, c: 90°. So, an increase in a, b, c parameters and
b-value in graphene-doped Bi2O3 was noticed. In
figure 3, the different lattice planes have been indicated
for GO and rGO and also for undoped Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3 in figure 4. The crystallite size was
calculated by Debye-Sherrer formula [19,20] as given in
equation (1):
t¼

Kk
;
b cos h

ð1Þ

where K is 0.9 and is the shape factor, k the wavelength of
X-ray beam, i.e., 1.5406 Å, b is the full-width at halfmaxima (FWHM) of peak and h the Bragg’s diffraction
angle [17]. The structural parameters of all the samples as
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Figure 1.

Experimental flowchart of preparation of GO and RGO.

Figure 2.

Experimental flowchart of preparation of Bi2O3.

observed from the diffraction data are summarized in
table 1. From table 1, it can be seen that the crystallite size
of GO is little smaller than rGO, whereas the crystallite size
of graphene-doped Bi2O3 is less than that of undoped
Bi2O3.

3.1

232

Estimation of different types of strain

The lattice strain is the measure of the distribution of lattice
constants, such as lattice dislocation that arises from the
crystal imperfections [21].
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Figure 3. X-ray diffractogram of graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO).

Figure 4.

X-ray diffractogram of Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3.
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Structural parameters of prepared samples with respect to the strongest peak.

Table 1.

Parameters
Samples
rGO
GO
Bi2O3
Graphene-doped Bi2O3

2h (Deg.)

FWHM (b) (Deg.)

Crystalline size (nm)

D. spacing (Å)

26.66
26.68
26.69
26.65

0.29
0.3
0.3
0.42

28.27
26.92
27.82
19.87

3.32
3.36
3.33
3.34

The lattice strain ðehkl ) was estimated from the relation
defined by stoke’s and Wilson, given in equation (3):
ehkl ¼

b
;
4 tan h

ð3Þ

where e is the lattice strain, b the FWHM and h is Bragg’s
angle.
The RMS strain is estimated from lattice strain obtained
from the above-mentioned relation and is given by equation
(4):
rﬃﬃﬃ
2
eRMS ¼
ð4Þ
ehkl :
p
Further, the apparent strain is estimated from the obtained
value of RMS strain and given in equation (5) mentioned
below.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eApp ¼ 2 2peRMS :
ð5Þ
If a higher stress is imposed on the material, an elastic
strain as well as an inelastic or plastic strain will occur. Due
to this form of strain, the material atoms that rearranged
cannot be reversed to their originality. Even, the stress is
eliminated, the plastic deformation in the material remains
unchanged.
The plastic strain induced in the material is given by
equation (6)
eP ¼

1
:
4 tan h

ð6Þ

The micro-strain of the synthesized material is estimated
as

e¼


DD
;
D0

doped Bi2O3 is less than the microstrain of rGO and Bi2O3,
respectively. Variation in different types of strain for all the
samples is shown in figure 5.

ð7Þ

where D0 is the D-spacing of the strongest crystalline peak
of the material, whereas DD is the deviation in D-spacing.
All the estimated values of different types of strains as
discussed above for the fabricated material is given in
table 2. From table 2, it is observed that lattice strain, RMS
strain and apparent strain of GO and Bi2O3 is greater than
the respective strains of rGO and graphene-doped Bi2O3,
respectively. However, the plastic strain is almost the same
for all the samples. The microstrain of GO and graphene-

3.2

Estimation of different types of density

In this section different type of densities of the synthesized
materials are explained and estimated values are presented
in table 3 quantitatively.
The X-ray density is given by
qx ¼

Molecular weight  Number of molecules per unit cell
Volume of unit cell  NA

ð8Þ
The dislocation density (d) is defined as the width of
dislocation lines per unit crystal volume.
The dislocation density (d) of the material can be estimated from the crystallite size as given in equation (9), and
its value for the strongest peak is mentioned in table 3.
d¼

1
;
t2

ð9Þ

where t is the crystalline size of the material with respect
to the strongest peak.
Here, the value of dislocation density signifies better
crystallization of the synthesized materials and there is no
such distortion or deterioration in the crystallinity of the
materials.
The screw density (dsÞ of the material can be estimated
using the Burger vector as follows using Dunn and Koch
model, stated in equation (10) and given in table 3
ds ¼

b
;
4:35Bv

ð10Þ

where b is FWHM and Bv the Burger vector and its
magnitude is equal to 0.5185. A Burgers vector related to
lattice dislocation is a measurement of the lattice distortion
due to the presence of line defect in crystals. It is an essential
factor in determining the yielding strength of materials that
have undergone various hardening processes. The dislocation
density and screw density were very much important factors
to determine the crystal quality in the materials. From table 3,
both the X-ray and dislocation density of GO and graphene-
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Various strain of prepared samples.
Parameters

Samples

Lattice strain (910–3)

RMS strain (910–3)

Apprent strain (910–3)

Plastic strain (910–3)

Microstrain

5.34
5.70
5.52
7.74

4.26
4.55
4.40
6.18

21.36
22.82
22.07
30.95

1.06
1.05
1.05
1.06

0.54
0.46
0.41
0.37

rGO
GO
Bi2O3
Graphene-doped Bi2O3

Figure 5. Variation of different types of strain of rGO, GO,
Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3.

Table 3.

X-ray and dislocation density of prepared samples.

Figure 6. Variation of different densities of rGO, GO, Bi2O3,
graphene-doped Bi2O3.

doped Bi2O3 are greater than rGO and Bi2O3, respectively.
Variation of densities of all the samples are plotted and shown
in figure 6 for better understanding.

Parameters

Samples
rGO
GO
Bi2O3
Graphene-doped
Bi2O3

X-ray density
(qx Þ(kg m–3)
1.67
1.68
1.88
1.41

9
9
9
9

105
105
104
104

Dislocation
density
(dÞ(910–3)

Screw
density
(dsÞ

1.41
1.51
1.51
2.95

0.035
0.037
0.036
0.050

3.3

Modified Scherrer method

Modified Scherrer method is based on the facts of obtaining
the crystallite size by major peaks more accurately by
including least square method. By little arranging and taking logarithm to both sides of the Scherrer formula [22], it is
given that
D¼

Kk 1
:
b cosh
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Figure 7.

Modified Scherrer plot of GO.

Figure 8.

Modified Scherrer plot of rGO.

Kk 1
:
D cosh
 


Kk
1
) lnðbÞ ¼ ln
þ ln
D
cosh
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.

)b¼

ð11Þ

Now,
 this is an equation of straight line with intercept
 1 
ln Kk
D . The graphs, taking lnðbÞ along Y axis and ln cosh
along X axis are plotted, as shown in figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 for
GO, rGO, Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3, respectively.
From the Y-intercepts, the average crystallite size is estimated
to be 24.51 and 23.26 nm for rGO and GO, also 24.34 and
17.14 nm for Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3, respectively.

232

Modified Scherrer plot of Bi2O3.

Modified Scherrer plot of graphene-doped Bi2O3.

crystal size effect on the peak broadening of XRD.
According to W–H method, physical broadening of the
XRD peak appears due to the size and strain, so the total
broadened profile can be considered as [23]
btotal ¼ bsize þ bstrain :
The size and the strain can be estimated using the W–H
plot.
The intrinsic strain affects the physical broadening of the
peaks of XRD and the peak broadening generated by the
strain can be considered as
bstrain ¼ 4etanh:
So, the total broadening due to size and intrinsic strain of
a specific peak with hkl value can be written [24] as

3.4

Williamson–Hall method (W–H method)

Scherrer formula does not tell anything about the
microstructure and the lattice strain as it only considers the

bhkl ¼ bsize þ bstrain ;
where bhkl is the FWHM of the specific diffraction
planes.
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Figure 11.

Figure 12.

bhkl ¼
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W–H plot of GO.

W–H plot of rGO.

Kk 1

þ 4e  tan h:
D cos h

Now, by rearranging the above equation
bhkl  cos h ¼

Kk
þ 4e  sin h:
D

ð12Þ

The above equation is an equation of straight line and
known as the uniform deformation model (UDM) equation
of W–H method [25,26]. By taking bhkl cosh along Y-axis
and 4 sinh along X-axis, graphs plotted are shown in
figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 for GO, rGO, Bi2O3 and graphenedoped Bi2O3, respectively. The intrinsic strain can be estimated as the slope value of W–H plots and the average
crystallite size can be calculated from the Y-intercept of the
plots. The intrinsic strain is estimated to be 0.00208 and
0.00142 for rGO and GO, also 0.00189 and 0.0023 for
Bi2O3 and graphene-doped Bi2O3, respectively. The

(2021) 44:232

Figure 13.

W–H plot of Bi2O3.

Figure 14.

W–H plot of graphene-doped Bi2O3.

average crystallite size is estimated to be 27.31 and 25.68
nm for rGO and GO, also 23.69 and 17.39 nm for Bi2O3 and
graphene-doped Bi2O3, respectively. Due to size containment, the lattice strain arises and is primarily related to the
expansion of lattice or lattice contraction in the nanomaterials, as the atomic structure is slightly altered relative to its
bulk counterpart due to size containment. On the other
hand, due to the size confinement, several defects are often
generated in the lattice structure and this has resulted in the
lattice strain [27].

4.

Conclusions

In this article, the graphene-induced Bi2O3 is prepared by an
eccentric sol–gel method, which has its own importance and
benefit over the traditional sol–gel route. The synthesized
material is observed to be crystallized in a single phase. The
structure of the material is analysed and presented in this
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research, including the modified Scherrer method and W–H
plot. Furthermore, this article gives insight into the different
types of strain and density developed in the synthesized
material, which help to tailor the properties of the synthesized materials.
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